significant persistent effect on step-counts and no difference between nurse and postal group outcomes. In PACE-Lift the step-count effect, while not statistically significant was consistent with both the PACE-UP findings and with the persistent significant effect for MVPA in bouts in PACE-Lift. These findings suggest that primary care pedometer interventions, delivered by post or with minimal contact, can make an important long-term contribution to addressing the public health physical inactivity challenge.

Methods

A systematic review of digital interventions to improve the diet and physical activity behaviours of adolescents was carried out according to established guidance. A search of MEDLINE, PsycINFO, CINAHL, PubMed Central, Embase, ERIC, the NHS EED and CENTRAL was conducted using a combination of MeSH and free text terms. Abstracts were assessed by two independent researchers against review inclusion criteria (intervention studies with and without a control group, participants aged 10–19, interventions that included a digital component, studies that measured a diet or physical activity component). We then analysed views that were associated with significant improvements in behaviour. We also aimed to collect data on cost-effectiveness of included interventions.

Results

The search returned 6792 results, of which 86 full texts were selected for screening. After assessing these against eligibility criteria, 27 intervention studies were included in the review. Most (n=15) were website interventions. Other delivery methods were text messages (n=4), gamified interventions (n=3), multi-component interventions that included a digital element (n=5), email (n=1), and social media (n=1). Significant behaviour change was often seen when interventions included diet and physical activity education, goal-setting in conjunction with self-monitoring, and parental involvement.

Conclusion

None of the included publications reported cost-effectiveness. Due to heterogeneity of studies, meta-analysis was not feasible.
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providers together with components to develop self-regulation of exercise and dietary behaviour.

Discussion Revisiting complex interventions through a lens that accounts for complexity can facilitate action on a pressing public health problem like obesity and overweight. Though QCA is an inductive method, this innovative approach has enabled the identification of neglected critical aspects of WMPs, such as the nature of relationships within them, which were previously not considered to be as important as more concrete content such as dietary focus.
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**Methods**

The search process was conducted in two stages. In the first phase, the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL, PsycINFO and Web of Science were searched for systematic reviews that examined the evolution of evidence for physical activity promotion interventions over time through the analysis of changes in effect sizes for physical activity (PA) and cardiorespiratory fitness (CR) outcome measures.

Results When assessed through cumulative meta-analysis, the totality of the evidence demonstrates that intervention effectiveness has not changed very much over the past fifteen years and that further trials are unlikely to overturn the positive and stabilised findings. The analyses indicate that the effect size for interventions became precise and stable in 2001 after the conduct of 12 physical activity (PA) and 11 cardiorespiratory (CR) outcome trials. In the time following the attainment of these thresholds of stability and precision, 70 further full scale RCTs (59 for PA and 11 for CR outcomes) have been conducted.

Conclusion Substantial evidence exists demonstrating that physical activity interventions can modify individual behaviour. However, there is limited evidence of advancements in intervention effectiveness. Given the stability and sufficiency of the evidence base, researchers are urged to shift focus towards the optimisation and scaling-up of interventions across populations.
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**Background** British Sign Language (BSL) is a fully grammatical, living language, independent of spoken English. Deaf BSL users are routinely excluded from clinical trials either on grounds of language and/or assumptions of confounding factors associated with disability. Few clinical trials specifically targeted at Deaf people exist internationally. Appropriate terminology in BSL for key concepts in clinical trials is needed to support informed consent. Barriers to conceptual (mis)understanding of trial participation and sources relevant to the Deaf community are unexplored. This study set out to:

(i) Explore, in BSL, the meaning and understanding of key concepts and common vocabulary used in recruitment and informed consent to a clinical trial

(ii) Enable signs/signed expressions to emerge that are semantically accurate and support Deaf people’s informed consent in any future trial

**Methods** A community participatory approach underpinned data collection. This comprised Deaf-led, qualitative, exploratory group discussions (19 self-selected participants in five groups), facilitated in BSL. Discussion was structured to explore the meaning of key terminology (such as trial, randomisation, consent) and through that exploration generate signed explanations of concepts to use in future trials. Data were video-recorded and analysed in BSL, using a phenomenological approach, built from the application of 4 themes and 8 sub-themes using NVIVO8 for visual data.

**Results** All participants were over 30 years old, with a self-declared ‘strong Deaf identity’; BSL was their first or preferred language. Six necessary conditions for developing optimal trial information were identified. (i) developing appropriate expressions and terminology from a community basis, rather than testing out previously derived translations from a different language; (ii) paying attention to language-specific features which support best means of expression (in the case of BSL expectations of specificity, verb directionality, handshape); (iii) accounting for bilingual influences on comprehension; (iv) deliberate orientation of information to avoid misunderstanding not just to promote accessibility; (v) sensitivity to barriers to discussion about intelligibility of information that are cultural and social in origin, rather than linguistic; (vi) the importance of using contemporary language-in-use, rather than jargon-free or plain language, to support understanding.

**Conclusion** These conditions need to be met to develop signed participant information for Deaf people that is: acceptable, accessible, transmitted accurately and understood as intended. They are required to address the cultural preferences and lower background knowledge of Deaf people (using signed languages) as well as in spoken/written languages when